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Background

As part of the reorganization of the former Ontario 

Hydro, Hydro One Inc. was created pursuant to the 

Electricity Act, 1998 and incorporated under the 

Business Corporations Act on December 1, 1998. The 

principal business of Hydro One, which is wholly 

owned by the Province of Ontario, is the transmis-

sion and distribution of electricity to customers 

within Ontario.

Hydro One controls almost $12 billion in total 

assets, which consist primarily of its transmission 

and distribution systems. The Corporation trans-

mits electricity from generators through approxi-

mately 28,600 kilometres of high-voltage wires 

to Hydro One’s distribution business, which dis-

tributes the electricity to Hydro One’s customers 

through a network of 124,000 kilometres of low-

voltage wires.

In 2005, Hydro One earned over $4.4 billion 

dollars in revenue. Its costs totalled $3.4 billion, 

$2.1 billion of which was for the purchase of elec-

tricity to distribute to its customers. The remaining 

costs were for operations, maintenance, and admin-

istration ($792 million) and for depreciation and 

amortization ($487 million). Including the acquisi-

tion of capital assets and excluding employee sala-

ries and benefits, over $800 million was spent by 

Hydro One on the procurement of goods and ser-

vices in the 2005 calendar year.

Hydro One has contracted an outside service 

provider to perform the purchasing activity for the 

corporation, but local departments and individuals 

also do a significant amount of purchasing—$163 

million in 2005, or about 20% of total spending—

using corporate charge cards. 

Audit Objectives and Scope 

This was the first value-for-money (VFM) audit 

conducted at Hydro One under the expanded man-

date of the Office of the Auditor General of Ontario, 

which came into effect November 11, 2004. The 

expanded mandate allows us to conduct VFM 

audits of Crown-controlled corporations and sub-

sidiaries of Crown-controlled corporations. We 

chose to examine procurement practices as a means 

of gaining a broad understanding of the overall 

expenditures and operations of Hydro One.

The objective of the audit was to assess whether 

the corporation had adequate systems and proce-

dures in place to ensure that goods and services 

were acquired with due regard for value for money 
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and in compliance with corporate policies and 

sound business practices.

The scope of our audit included discussions with 

corporation staff, a review and analysis of docu-

mentation provided to us by the corporation, and 

research into the procurement practices and con-

trol of employee expenses in other public and pri-

vate enterprises. The corporation’s internal audit 

department had relatively recently conducted a 

number of audits on procurement, which we found 

very helpful in determining the scope and extent of 

our audit work in selected areas. 

Our audit was performed in accordance with the 

standards for assurance engagements, encompass-

ing value for money and compliance, established by 

the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants, 

and accordingly included such tests and other pro-

cedures as we considered necessary in the circum-

stances. The criteria used to conclude on our audit 

objective were discussed with, and agreed to, by 

Hydro One management and were related to sys-

tems, policies, and procedures that the corporation 

should have in place.

Summary 

We found that Hydro One generally had adequate 

policies in place to help ensure that goods and ser-

vices were acquired with due regard for value for 

money. However, systems and procedures were not 

adequate to ensure compliance with corporate poli-

cies. In 2004, Hydro One’s internal audit depart-

ment audited many aspects of the corporation’s 

purchasing functions. For several key areas, inter-

nal audit concluded that internal controls needed 

to be improved, and we noted at the time of our 

audit that a number of internal control weaknesses 

remained to be addressed. 

Some of our major concerns and observation 

were as follows:

• Hydro One’s corporate policy encourages the 

establishment, through a competitive process, 

of blanket purchase orders (BPOs) for the pro-

curement of goods or services directly from 

specified vendors for a stipulated period of 

time. However, the BPOs we examined were 

not always established through a competitive-

procurement process, or there was inadequate 

documentation available to verify whether 

a competitive process was used. In addition, 

BPO suppliers increased their prices periodi-

cally without competition. For example, a 

BPO established in 1996 for a two-year term 

with an original value of $120,000 had been 

revised 39 times, extended an additional eight 

years, and had been increased in value to 

$6.7 million.

• Competitive selection of suppliers is required 

for all Hydro One purchases over $6,000 

unless a BPO arrangement has been made. 

We found that procedures needed to be 

improved to ensure that the required com-

petitive process was followed in the acquisi-

tion of goods and services. In a number of 

the cases we tested, the required competitive-

procurement process was not followed in the 

acquisition of general services, materials, or 

engineered equipment. In most of the excep-

tions noted, either acquisitions were made 

through an invitational, rather than a public, 

tender, or the required three quotes were not 

obtained.

• Hydro One’s procurement policy allows goods 

or services to be purchased from a single vend-

or (“single-sourcing”) if it is neither possible 

nor practical to obtain them through the nor-

mal competitive processes. However, most of 

the single-source purchases we examined were 

for materials, consulting services, and con-

tract staff that could have been obtained from 

several different vendors. As well, the required 

documentation justifying the decision to  
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single-source was not on file for most of the 

single-source purchases we examined. 

• For the contracts we tested, we found 

instances where the contract price did not 

agree to the submitted bid; the deliverables 

were not clearly described; and/or the con-

tract price did not agree with the value on the 

purchase order. For example, one consult-

ant bid $2.7 million for a contract, and the 

contract was awarded for this amount, yet 

the purchase order was set at $3 million. To 

enhance internal controls, such differences 

should be justified and clearly documented.

• In December 2001, Hydro One entered into 

a 10-year, $1-billion agreement to outsource 

significant operations of the corporation. 

Under its master service agreement with its 

service provider, Hydro One can reduce the 

fees it pays the provider if benchmarking stud-

ies show that the provider is charging higher 

than fair market rates. Although a consult-

ant’s benchmarking report concluded that no 

adjustment to fees were required, the consult-

ant examined only two of the six lines of busi-

ness conducted by the service provider, and  

a more thorough review may have been  

warranted.  

• During the 2005 calendar year, Hydro One 

purchased $127 million worth of goods 

and services using corporate charge cards. 

We found that the documentation, such as 

charge-card slips that were submitted to sup-

port expenditures, was often insufficient to 

determine what was purchased. We also iden-

tified instances where employees had not 

detailed the use of cash advances received 

and charged to their corporate charge cards, 

yet the related monthly statements had been 

reviewed and approved. 

• In 2005, Hydro One staff wrote almost 32,000 

cheques on their charge-card accounts total-

ling $41.2 million, with the largest charge-card 

cheque being for just over $300,000. These 

cheques were used to pay major vendors for 

services such as telephones, telecommunica-

tions, security, and utilities. In other organiza-

tions, such payments are generally processed 

through the finance department to ensure seg-

regation of duties and other controls. We were 

informed that the issuance of  charge-card 

cheques was to reduce the number of trans-

actions processed by the outsourced finance 

department, since this department was paid 

on the basis of the number of transactions pro-

cessed. However, since Hydro One pays inter-

est on cheques and cash advances in excess of 

$30 million, we questioned whether paying 

major vendors by cheque through the charge-

card system actually results in any savings. 

• In one case, a senior executive’s secretary 

charged over $50,000 to her charge card 

for goods and services, a significant portion 

of which was for the person to whom she 

reported. The senior executive then approved 

the purchases, whereas Hydro One’s policies 

require that the executive’s superior approve 

the expenses. This practice also exempts these 

expenditures from an annual review of senior 

executive expenses conducted by the Corpora-

tion’s external auditor. 

Detailed Audit Observations 

PROCUREMENT OF GOODS AND 
SERVICES 

Hydro One has good general policies for the acqui-

sition of goods and services, such as its principle of 

acquiring materials and services without favouritism 

at the lowest overall cost. Also, according to Hydro 

One corporate policy, procurement decisions are to 

take into consideration supplier capability and past 

performance; all relevant factors affecting the life 
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cycle of the materials; the impact on the environ-

ment; and health and safety. Procurement decisions 

must also pass the ultimate scrutiny of sound busi-

ness judgment. In addition to its general procure-

ment principles, Hydro One has specific policies for 

the acquisition of general services, construction, 

materials, and engineered equipment.

The Supply Chain Management group within 

Hydro One is responsible for implementing, moni-

toring, and enforcing compliance with procurement 

policies and procedures. Procurement activity has 

been outsourced to an external service provider. 

The Supply Management Services department of 

that provider executes procurement on behalf of 

Hydro One, including such functions as ordering, 

receiving, and inspecting goods, as well as monitor-

ing spending, verifying compliance with purchasing 

policy, and processing payments. 

Needs Assessments and Justification for 
Purchases

Hydro One’s purchasing guidelines require that 

a business case be prepared for all programs or 

projects that require the approval of a vice presi-

dent. In general, these are valued at more than 

$50,000, depending on the business department 

and the type of purchase. The guideline strongly 

recommends—but does not require—that business 

cases be prepared for expenditures under $50,000. 

In the case of consulting services, which include 

contract staff or persons hired indirectly through 

temporary-help agencies, the rationale for hiring a 

consultant must be documented before the competi-

tive process begins. The policy also states that all 

options for performing the work internally must be 

exhausted first. 

Buyers from the Supply Management Services 

department of the outside service provider are pro-

vided with a checklist to use as a guide for each 

purchasing request, to determine if sufficient infor-

mation has been provided before proceeding with 

the purchase. However, through discussions with 

buyers, we found that documents justifying the 

purchase are not typically forwarded to the Sup-

ply Management Services department, so the buyer 

usually assumes that the person making the req-

uisition has already prepared the proper justifica-

tion document. Consequently, we followed up with 

persons making requisitions and found that for a 

number of the purchases we sampled, the need 

for the purchase was not documented or the docu-

mented justification was not adequate. Although 

Hydro One staff informed us that the needs had 

been documented for some of the exceptions we 

identified, the documentation could not be located.

We also found that justification of the need for 

contract staff was often not documented or the 

documented rationale was inadequate. In particu-

lar, the reasons provided often did not consider the 

availability of internal resources. Proper evaluation 

and documentation of staff requirements could help 

central management identify and meet training and 

hiring needs in a more cost-effective manner than 

engaging outside contracted services. In addition, 

for a few of the purchases we tested, the approval 

for justification was obtained after work com-

menced or after the effective date of the contract.

RECOMMENDATION 1

To help ensure that corporate needs are ade-

quately assessed and that purchases are prop-

erly justified prior to acquisition, Hydro One 

should:

• follow the requirements for a documented 

business case for major purchases;

• verify that sufficient information has been 

provided to supply-management buyers; and

• adequately evaluate corporate needs, includ-

ing consideration of alternatives and existing 

resources, prior to proceeding with the 

acquisition.
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Blanket Purchase Orders

Hydro One’s corporate policy encourages the estab-

lishment of blanket purchase orders (BPOs) for 

the procurement of goods or services directly from 

specified vendors. The expected benefits of BPOs 

are lower procurement costs, security of supply, and 

the managed inventory of more commonly used 

items. Such arrangements are to be for a stipulated 

period of time and are to be entered into through a 

competitive process with at least one new supplier 

being qualified to bid each time the BPO is competi-

tively renewed.

At the time of our audit, Hydro One had estab-

lished over 1,000 BPOs for materials, contract staff, 

and consulting services. According to information 

from Hydro One’s database, these BPOs ranged in 

value up to $250 million, and many were in effect 

for more than 10 years. Although BPOs typically 

have a stated maximum value, approximately one- 

quarter of the BPOs had no stated maximum. We 

were informed that purchases against these BPOs 

are usually low-dollar items purchased on corpo-

rate charge cards. In addition, over 700 BPOs had 

changes made to their original maximum values, 

effective terms, or both. Ten percent of the BPOs 

had had their original terms extended by at least 

five years and an equal number had had their maxi-

mum values increased by at least $1 million.

We noted that several of the BPOs we examined 

either were not established through a competitive 

procurement process or did not have adequate doc-

umentation available to indicate that a competitive 

process had been used. In view of the hundreds of 

millions of dollars of business given through BPOs, 

we believe it is essential that documented competi-

tive practices be followed if Hydro One is to dem-

onstrate adherence to its procurement principle to 

acquire materials and services without favouritism 

at the lowest overall cost.

BPO suppliers were also being allowed to 

increase their prices periodically without competi-

tive pricing reviews or price negotiations. For exam-

ple, a BPO established in 1996 for the supply of 

assorted parts originally had a two-year term and 

a value of $120,000. It had been revised 39 times, 

extended an additional eight years, and increased 

in value to $6.7 million. We reviewed prices paid 

for recent purchases and found that Hydro One 

was paying current prices quoted by the vendor. To 

continually revise a BPO over a long period of time 

is equivalent to purchasing from a single vendor, 

which is contrary to Hydro One’s policy of acquir-

ing, where practical, competitive proposals or ten-

ders for its purchases to maintain the integrity and 

transparency of the procurement process.

RECOMMENDATION 2 

To ensure that goods and services are acquired 

at the lowest overall cost, Hydro One should:

• establish blanket-purchase-order agree-

ments through a competitive process unless 

a sound documented rationale for sole-

sourcing has been approved;

• review existing long-standing blanket pur-

chase orders to determine if they should be 

re-tendered;

• ensure that the prices being paid are those 

set out in the blanket-purchase-order agree-

ments; and

• develop procedures regarding significant 

modifications to the terms and conditions of 

blanket purchase orders.

Competitive Selection

Corporate policy requires the competitive selec-

tion of suppliers for all Hydro One purchases over 

$6,000 unless a BPO arrangement has been made. 

The competitive process used depends on the type 

of goods or services being acquired and the esti-

mated cost of the purchase. In general, lower- 

valued procurements require three written quotes 

from selected vendors, while purchases of greater 
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value require a more open tendering process. We 

reviewed a sample of purchases and found that con-

trols were not adequate to ensure compliance with 

procurement policies. For example:

• Three written quotes must be obtained for all 

purchases valued from $6,000 to $15,000. 

These purchases are typically acquired locally 

by departments using corporate charge cards. 

For the sample tested, 20% did not obtain 

any quotes, and for an additional 20% there 

was no supporting documentation to confirm 

management’s assertion that the required 

quotes had been obtained. 

• For consulting services, including contract 

staff, the required competitive-procurement 

process was not followed in 40% of the cases 

sampled, with most of the exceptions being 

sole-sourced. In addition, we found cases in 

which the justification for selecting the vendor 

was not adequately documented. For exam-

ple, a vendor that bid over $400,000 for a 

consulting contract was chosen even though 

that vendor did not have the lowest quali-

fied bid. We were informed that the vendor 

was selected based on the results of an inter-

view; however, the evaluation of the interview 

process and results were not documented. 

• When acquiring general services, materials or 

engineered equipment, the required competi-

tive procurement process is to request written 

quotations using a bidders list for purchases 

up to $50,000; conduct a private request for 

tender for purchases between $50,000 and $1 

million; and conduct a public tender for pur-

chases greater than $1 million. For these pur-

chases, the required competitive procurement 

method was not followed in several of the 

cases tested. In most of the exceptions, either 

the acquisitions were made through a private 

or invitational, rather than a public, tender or 

the required three quotes were not obtained. 

In September 2004, Hydro One’s internal  

audit department identified similar issues of non-

compliance with competitive procurement policies; 

yet, as of the time of our audit, our work indicated 

that these weaknesses had not yet been corrected.

RECOMMENDATION 3 

To help ensure that it is getting value for money 

and that purchases are acquired through an 

open, fair and competitive process, Hydro One 

should follow established procurement policies 

and guidelines, and adequately document deci-

sions made in the selection of vendors.

Single Sourcing 

Hydro One’s procurement policy allows single 

sourcing, which is the purchase of goods and ser-

vices from vendors without a competitive process, 

up to a value of $6,000. If the value of the procure-

ment exceeds that amount, single sourcing of goods 

and services is allowed only if it is neither possible 

nor practical to obtain the required goods or ser-

vices through the normal competitive processes. In 

such circumstances, the reason for single sourcing 

must be documented and approved by Hydro One’s 

internal Supply Chain Management group before a 

vendor is approached.

Corporate policy outlines potential single 

sourcing as situations in which the supplier may be 

the only one in the market, may hold legal rights 

to the required goods, or may be the original sup-

plier of equipment and the buyer wishes to avoid 

expensive modifications to adapt goods of a dif-

ferent design. However, the single-source pur-

chases we examined were for materials, consulting 

services, and contract staff that could have been 

obtained from several different vendors. As well, 

most of the single-source purchases we examined, 

which ranged from $6,200 to $4.3 million, did not 
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have the required documentation justifying and/or 

approving them. 

We also noted purchases in which only some 

goods or services were acquired through a tender 

and the rest were single-sourced. For example, after 

a tendering process, a contract was established with 

a consulting firm to conduct a benchmarking study 

on outsourced IT services. Before the finalization of 

the contract, Hydro One also single-sourced addi-

tional work from the same firm: a benchmarking 

study for customer service operations for a total of 

$583,000. Adequate justification for single sourcing 

had not been documented.

In September 2004, Hydro One’s internal audit 

group concluded that single-source procurement 

was not always being justified by a business case 

and approved prior to the awarding of the business. 

Based on our work, improvements are still needed 

in this area.

there were no formal contracts outlining purchas-

ing arrangements or there was no evidence of other 

signed documents indicating that both parties 

agreed with the terms, pricing, and deliverables 

outlined in the purchase order.

Where formal contracts existed, we found 

instances where the contract price did not agree 

with the submitted bid; the deliverables were not 

clearly described; and/or the contract price did 

not agree with the price on the purchase order. 

For example, one consultant bid $2.7 million on 

a contract, and the contract was awarded for this 

amount, yet the purchase order was set at $3 mil-

lion. To enhance internal controls, any differences 

between bid submissions, deliverables, contract 

price, and/or purchase orders should be justified 

and adequately documented.

We also found problems similar to those noted 

for blanket purchase orders where changes were 

made to existing contractual arrangements. We 

identified a number of cases in which the overall 

value of a contract or purchase order had increased 

from its original value over the term of the contract. 

In several of such cases that we reviewed, the justi-

fication for the increase was not documented. There 

were also several cases where either the change 

was not properly approved or there was no docu-

mentation showing that proper approvals had been 

obtained. 

Hydro One’s corporate policies and procedures 

require a buyer to determine if sufficient informa-

tion has been provided before proceeding with 

a purchase request, and to maintain all relevant 

information in a purchase-order file. However, for 

a majority of the files we reviewed, relevant infor-

mation was not on file. Missing documentation 

included tendering documents, evaluations, bids 

received, signed contracts, business cases, and 

approvals. In 2004, an internal audit on the acqui-

sition of consulting services concluded that pur-

chase-order files were generally incomplete. Our 

RECOMMENDATION 4

To ensure that single sourcing is used only when 

it is not possible or practical to go through the 

normal competitive process, Hydro One should 

implement oversight procedures to ensure that 

adequate justification for single sourcing is doc-

umented and properly approved before the busi-

ness is awarded.

Managing and Controlling the Purchases of 
Goods and Services

When an organization makes significant purchases 

of goods and services, all parties involved normally 

sign documents to specify the deliverables to be 

provided, formally define their respective respon-

sibilities, outline contract terms, and set pricing. 

Such documents could include formal contracts, 

signed purchase orders, and vendor bid submis-

sions. For some of the purchases we tested, either 
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work indicated that progress still needs to be made 

in this area.

Hydro One’s policy requires that the work of 

consultants and contract staff be evaluated upon 

completion of the assignment. Post-performance 

evaluations were not conducted for many of the 

consultant- and contract-staff engagements we 

tested. There was also no central registry to main-

tain information on vendors’ performance for 

future reference by all departments throughout the 

corporation. 

Procurement and Payment Approval

In accordance with Hydro One’s corporate policy, 

all procurement activities should be made in com-

pliance with the corporation’s authority register, 

which outlines the signing-authority limits of differ-

ent management positions. Authority to requisition 

goods and services resides with line staff within 

the corporation. Purchasing authority in excess of 

$15,000 has been delegated to the outside service 

provider’s Supply Management Services depart-

ment. Both requisitioning and purchasing authority 

must be obtained prior to issuance of the purchase 

order or awarding of business to vendors.

We found that Hydro One’s signing author-

ity register caused confusion that resulted in the 

inappropriate authorization of purchases. Signing- 

authority limits are set according to position, but 

our discussions indicated that because there is lit-

tle consistency in job titles in various parts of the 

organization, it was often unclear to staff what an 

individual’s authority limit should be. In addition, 

the authority limits specified in the accounts-pay-

able system occasionally did not agree with the 

established register. Hydro One’s internal audit 

department reported similar findings in September 

2004 in its report on Controls over Signing Authori-

ties. During our audit, we were informed that a new 

authority register was being developed that may 

address the concerns that have been identified. 

For a number of the purchases tested, we 

found that either the acquisition did not have the 

proper requisitioning or purchasing authority or 

no approval documents could be provided to show 

whether proper approvals had been obtained. We 

also noted that payments were made without the 

proper level of approval for several of the purchases 

tested. 

For the purchases we tested, we noted instances 

where Hydro One either did not take advantage of 

early payment discounts or incurred penalties for 

late payments.

RECOMMENDATION 5

To properly manage and control the procure-

ment of goods and services, Hydro One should:

• ensure that it has signed contracts or other 

documentation that define the responsibili-

ties of both parties, including the price and 

specific deliverables to be provided;

• ensure that purchase orders and contracts 

accurately reflect the agreed-upon terms and 

conditions under which the contract was 

awarded;

• ensure that any changes to the original con-

tract terms and conditions are adequately 

justified, appropriately approved, and prop-

erly documented;

• identify the minimum documentation that is 

essential for each purchase and put in place 

a monitoring process to ensure that purchas-

ing files are consistently maintained with all 

required information; and

• evaluate all vendors upon completion of 

work, as required, and examine the costs and 

benefits of setting up a central depository of 

information about vendors’ performance for 

use throughout the corporation.
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In December 2001, Hydro One entered into a 10-

year, $1-billion agreement to outsource significant 

operations of the corporation, namely, six lines 

of business: customer-service operations, sup-

ply-management services (procurement staff), 

human resources, information technology, finance 

(accounts payable and receivable), and settlements 

(management of payments for and reports on pur-

chased power).

We reviewed various aspects of the management 

of the outsourcing agreement and noted the  

following:

• Under the master service agreement, Hydro 

One can perform benchmarking stud-

ies to assess the reasonableness of costs in 

the last calendar quarter of the third, sixth, 

and ninth years of the agreement. Two of 

the six outsourced lines of business were 

benchmarked after the third year. We were 

informed that these two lines of business 

accounted for approximately 60% of the 

total base service fees under the master ser-

vice agreement. According to the agreement, 

if the service provider’s fees are found to be 

higher than fair market rates, they can be 

reduced. A consultant was engaged by Hydro 

One and the service provider to complete 

the benchmarking study, and the consultant 

found that, for the lines of business reviewed, 

the service provider’s fees were at the mid-

point of comparable fees in the market-

place. We were informed that the consultant 

reviewed only two lines of business because 

consultants with sufficient baseline data and 

expertise were not available for the other four 

lines of business. Nevertheless, given the mag-

nitude of the outsourcing contract, a more 

thorough review may have been warranted. 

• Hydro One is entitled to service credits when 

certain service failures, such as computer-

service interruption, occur. Performance 

indicators have been established for each 

outsourced line of business, which are to 

be used to gauge when a service failure has 

occurred. We reviewed the most serious ser-

vice failures since inception of the contract 

and noted that, although Hydro One recov-

ered $100,000 in out-of-pocket expenditures 

from the service provider, it had not calcu-

lated the potential value of forgone service 

credits or fully pursued the financial remedies 

it was entitled to. Using the service-credit for-

mula, we estimated that Hydro One had not 

pursued over $300,000 in financial remedies.

• Hydro One is not reconciling monthly sum-

mary billing reports from the service pro-

vider to the amounts recorded in the general 

ledger and paid to the vendor. The amount 

expensed through the general ledger for 2005 

was $13 million higher than the amount 

shown on the monthly summary reports and 

$24 million higher than in 2004. Since senior 

management advised us that they use these 

summaries to track the costs of the contract to 

RECOMMENDATION 6

To help ensure that purchases of goods and 

services are properly authorized and that the 

appropriate amounts are paid, Hydro One 

should: 

• complete the development of its authority 

register to clarify signing authority require-

ments;

• reinforce the requirement that Supply Man-

agement Services staff have all required 

approvals on hand before proceeding with 

the purchase; and

• make payments on a timely basis to avoid 

late charges and take advantage of early pay-

ment discounts.
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compare against the budget, we would have 

expected these differences to be reconciled. 

Reconciling these reports from the service 

provider on a monthly basis would provide 

Hydro One with the assurance that both the 

expenses recorded in its accounts and the 

amounts reported by the service provider are 

accurate.

• The service provider was guaranteed informa-

tion technology (IT) work each year beyond 

that related to the base fees in the agree-

ment. From the start of the contract on March 

1, 2002, to December 31, 2005, $53 million 

in additional IT project work was guaran-

teed. For Hydro One’s remaining IT require-

ments, the service provider was involved in 

identifying potential projects, conducting 

needs assessments, identifying deliverables, 

determining required resources, and estimat-

ing project costs. Corporate policy requires 

that Hydro One must ensure that no supplier 

has an unfair advantage over its competitors 

through pre-tender discussions intended to 

develop the scope of the procurement. At the 

time of our audit, the service provider had 

been awarded $61 million in IT work over 

and above the amount guaranteed under 

the outsourcing agreement. The additional 

project work should have gone through an 

open, fair, and competitive procurement 

process; yet only $12 million worth was com-

petitively tendered. The other $49 million 

was single-sourced. We acknowledge that 

the experience and the expertise of the ser-

vice provider may put it in the best position 

to deliver additional IT services. However, by 

not holding open competitions for such a sig-

nificant amount of additional project work, 

Hydro One has not adhered to the intent of its 

policy of awarding business without favour-

itism and with assurance that the business is 

being awarded at the lowest overall cost in a 

fair, open, and competitive manner.

RECOMMENDATION 7

To help ensure that it is receiving the best value 

for the $1 billion it is spending on its 10-year 

outsourcing agreement, Hydro One should:

• consider benchmarking all outsourced lines 

of business in future benchmarking studies;

• collect service credits it is entitled to;

• reconcile summary reports from the ser-

vice provider with the amounts recorded as 

expenses in the general ledger on a monthly 

basis; and

• tender significant information technology 

projects in accordance with corporate policy.

CORPORATE-CARD PURCHASES 

During the calendar year 2005, Hydro One pur-

chased $163 million worth of goods and services 

using two different charge-card programs: corpo-

rate charge cards ($127 million) and fleet cards 

($36 million). Corporate charge cards are intended 

to be used for employee business expenses and local 

procurement of items costing less than $15,000. 

Corporate policy states that the charge card is a 

payment mechanism only and that, regardless of the 

type of procurement method used or the method of 

payment, all purchasing activities must comply with 

Hydro One’s policies and procedures, which provide 

mandatory requirements and guidelines for deci-

sion-making with respect to procurement.

Business units may also set up corporate charge 

cards for other types of spending. In 2005, over 

322,000 purchases were made with 5,100 corpo-

rate charge cards, each of which is assigned to a 

specific employee. The fleet card is used to purchase 

fuel and pay maintenance and repair costs for  

corporate-owned and leased vehicles. A unique 
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card is issued for each vehicle. In 2005, there were 

5,500 fleet cards.

Some corporate charge cards give the holder 

special privileges, such as the ability to obtain cash 

advances or to write cheques. Cash advances are 

to be used for out-of-pocket expenses, such as for 

parking, mileage reimbursement, and purchases 

at fast-food restaurants. The employee would then 

file business expense receipts in support of the cash 

advance taken.

At the time of our audit, 47% of the corporate 

cardholders’ accounts had cash advance privileges 

and 25% allowed for the writing of cheques. Corpo-

rate-card transactions processed in the year can be 

broken down as illustrated in Figure 1. 

Administration of Corporate Charge Cards 

To obtain a corporate charge card, an employee 

must complete an application form for management 

approval and sign a document agreeing to com-

ply with the terms and conditions that govern the 

use of the corporate card. Our testing of a sample 

of charge cards issued in 2005 revealed that, over-

all, charge cards were issued in accordance with 

company policy. However, we did note a number of 

issues related to the administration of charge cards:

• Twenty-seven local charge-card co-ordinators 

are the only persons with the authority to con-

tact the bank on an ongoing basis regarding 

administrative issues for the corporate-card 

program. These issues include setting up card-

holder accounts, cancelling cards, and chang-

ing credit limits or address information. We 

noted that proper documentation, signed by 

the department manager, to initially set up 

local charge-card co-ordinators with the bank 

was not completed in 50% of the cases tested, 

and, in most instances, instructions to set up 

local charge-card co-ordinators came directly 

from the individuals themselves rather than 

their superiors.

• Hydro One’s policy regarding the cancellation 

of corporate charge-card accounts requires 

that the reason for cancelling an account be 

documented, as well as whether the card 

was recovered and destroyed. Only half of 

the sample we tested had documented a rea-

son why the account needed to be cancelled, 

and only half indicated whether the card had 

been recovered and destroyed. In addition, 

as of January 2006, 148 cards had been inac-

tive for more than 12 months; almost 100 of 

these had been inactive for more than two 

years. Some cards had not been used for over 

five years. One-third of the inactive cards had 

monthly credit limits of at least $10,000. Cor-

porate charge cards issued to individuals but 

intended for specific projects were not being 

cancelled upon an employee’s termination, 

and cards were not being promptly cancelled 

for persons on long-term disability. 

• Each corporate charge card is set with a 

monthly credit limit and cash advance limit. 

We tested increases made to charge-card 

limits in 2005 for a sample of cardholders and 

found that, overall, changes were justified and 

properly approved. However, corporate policy 

requires that monthly limits be established 

that are consistent with the requirements and 

responsibilities of the applicant’s position and 

the intended use of the charge card. We found 

that for both credit and cash-advance privi-

leges, the limits were often set significantly 

Figure 1: Hydro One Corporate Charge-card 
Transactions in 2005
Source of data: Hydro One

# Amount % of
Type of Transaction (000 s) ($ million) Total
vendor purchases 278 82 64

charge-card cheques 32 41 33

cash advances 12 4 3

Total 322 127 100
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higher than actual usage. For example, in one 

case, an employee’s corporate-charge-card 

limit was $2 million per month. Overall, 40% 

of cardholders spent less in a year than their 

monthly limit, indicating that their limits may 

be excessive.

not been reviewed and approved within 28 

days as required by corporate policy. We 

noted statements that had not been reviewed 

and approved for up to nine months after the 

statement date.

• The monthly statements submitted to super-

visors are to include a reconciliation of cash 

advances on the charge card with cash used. 

If the entire advance is not spent on busi-

ness expenditures, the remainder is to be 

carried forward and applied to future busi-

ness expenses. During our testing, we noted 

that Hydro One staff often did not use stan-

dard cash-use reports or complete the form 

correctly, making it unclear whether the 

employee owed money to the company or vice 

versa. We identified employees in our sam-

ple who had not accounted for cash advances 

taken on their charge cards, and yet their cash-

use reports had been reviewed and approved. 

For example, one employee had not detailed 

the expenditure of $2,200 in cash advances 

over a six-month period in 2005. Subsequent 

follow-up revealed that these advances were 

for legitimate business purposes. Nevertheless, 

given that almost half of all cards allow cash 

advances and given the higher risk associated 

with such transactions, a thorough and timely 

review and approval process is crucial.

• We found that supervisors did not adequately 

scrutinize corporate charge-card expenditures. 

For the sample we tested, there were a number 

of instances in which proper supporting docu-

mentation was not submitted to substantiate 

purchases, or the documentation submitted 

was incomplete, and yet the statements had 

been approved. For example, some cardholders 

did not submit receipts for all expenditures 

or submitted inadequate receipts, such as 

signed charge-card slips that did not itemize 

purchases. Without such information, super-

visors may not be able to determine whether 

RECOMMENDATION 8

To improve administration and control over the 

corporate-charge-card program, Hydro One 

should:

• ensure that proper documentation and 

approvals are obtained for setting up local 

charge-card co-ordinators;

• follow up on and, if necessary, cancel inac-

tive charge cards and active cards that are 

assigned to terminated and inactive employ-

ees; and 

• review current credit and cash-advance 

limits placed on corporate charge cards to 

ensure that the limits are reasonable given 

the individual’s responsibilities and the 

intended use of the card.

Review of Monthly Statements

On a monthly basis, cardholders are required to 

submit their charge-card statements with support-

ing documentation to their superior for review 

and approval. Supervisory staff are responsible 

for scrutinizing the statements and the accompa-

nying support to ensure that charges incurred are 

for legitimate business expenditures. A supervisor 

may be the only party aside from the purchaser to 

review the transactions, making supervisory review 

a critical internal control for ensuring that pur-

chases are made for business-related purposes in 

compliance with policy.

• We reviewed the monthly charge-card state-

ments for a sample of cardholders and found 

that over 75% of the statements tested had 
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all charges were appropriate and incurred for 

business purposes.

• Hydro One’s charge-card policy also requires 

that all expenses be supported by a detailed 

explanation as to the nature and business pur-

pose of the expense. For hospitality expenses, 

this would include the names of participants 

and the purpose of the event. We found that 

many of the cardholders tested who were 

claiming business meals did not disclose 

with whom they had had these meals or the 

organization the individuals were represent-

ing; therefore, a reviewer would not be able 

to determine with certainty if the expenses 

charged were legitimate business expenses.

In 2004, Hydro One’s internal audit group 

reported on the lack of receipts and inadequate 

documentation to support charge-card purchases 

and made recommendations for corrective action. 

Our observations suggest that improvements are 

still necessary to ensure compliance with corporate-

card policies and procedures.

Monitoring Corporate Charge Cards

On a monthly basis, Hydro One management is 

required to review summary-level departmental 

control reports to ensure that all cardholders are 

valid employees; that statements have been sub-

mitted for approval each month; that credit limits 

reflect the current needs of cardholders; and that 

expenditures have been charged to the appropriate 

project and/or general ledger account. Timely mon-

itoring and corrective action is important because 

the use of the corporate charge cards has made it 

difficult to apply the traditional financial controls, 

such as segregation of duties, since one person 

can requisition, purchase, and receive goods and 

services. However, we found that these monthly 

reports were not being adequately reviewed and, 

therefore, corrective action was not being taken 

on a timely basis. Only one of the departments we 

reviewed had monthly reports that were properly 

approved and dated. For the other departments, 

some reports had no evidence of review and had 

not been signed or dated. In fact, some staff told us 

they did not know the reports were supposed to be 

signed and dated.

Each corporate charge card is designed to auto-

matically record purchases against a particular gen-

eral ledger account and/or project. This eliminates 

the need to do journal entries to reallocate the 

charges. However, a large number of charge-card 

purchases were booked to miscellaneous accounts 

that do not adequately describe the nature of the 

expense. For example, all of the expenses charged 

to one project, totalling $4.1 million, were catego-

rized as “miscellaneous.” In 2005, over $18 million 

was booked to an account called “business expenses 

procurement card.” Hydro One staff informed us 

that even though expenditures charged to projects 

can be broken down to more specific expenditure 

types, the data cannot be analyzed across projects. 

In other words, Hydro One cannot determine the 

total amount it spent in 2005 for categories such as 

RECOMMENDATION 9

To effectively manage the use of corporate 

charge cards and to ensure that all expenditures 

are incurred for business purposes, Hydro One 

should implement procedures to ensure that:

• cardholders submit original detailed receipts 

with their charge-card statements for review 

and approval;

• necessary explanations and other supporting 

information are provided to verify the busi-

ness nature of expenses incurred;

• cash-advance expenditures are detailed and 

accompanied by supporting documenta-

tion to facilitate management review and 

approval; and

• monthly charge-card statements are 

reviewed for adequacy of supporting receipts 

and approved on a timely basis.
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travel, meals, and conferences. Without this detail, 

such corporate-wide expenditures cannot be moni-

tored over time for reasonableness.

Hydro One’s Employee Listing Report highlights 

cardholders with invalid or missing employee ID 

numbers. These discrepancies are forwarded to 

local charge-card coordinators on a monthly basis 

for follow-up and correction. Timely correction of 

discrepancies helps to ensure that all cards are valid 

and assigned to bona fide employees. However, we 

noted that one-third of the discrepancies identified 

in the January 2006 report had not been corrected 

by the end of March 2006.

appear on the charge-card statement or in the cor-

porate charge-card database. Therefore, Hydro One 

has no record of payments to such vendors unless the 

payee information is manually entered into the sys-

tem after the cancelled cheques are returned to the 

corporation. For 2005 transactions, Hydro One staff 

started to manually input payee detail information 

into the system for analysis—but as of May 2006, the 

inputting had not been completed.

Many of the corporate charge-card cheques 

were for over $15,000 and were used to pay major 

vendors for services such as telephones, telecom-

munications, security, utilities, and vehicle leases. 

In other organizations, such payments are gener-

ally processed through the finance department, to 

ensure segregation of duties and other internal con-

trols. In 2005, Hydro One processed 530 purchases 

that exceeded the $15,000 limit, for a total of $33.5 

million. These purchases were either charged to the 

cards directly or paid with cheques written against 

the charge cards. We noted that some of these pay-

ments were made to consultants even though cor-

porate policy states that consultants are not to be 

paid with corporate charge cards.

Hydro One management informed us that 

using charge cards helps to reduce reliance on the 

outsourced finance department, eliminate late pay-

ment fees, and reduce costs under an outsourcing 

agreement in which the Corporation pays the ser-

vice provider according to the volume of invoices 

processed. 

We analyzed charge card usage to determine if it 

was cost-effective. We found that, if the combined 

value of cash advances and cheques exceeds $30 

million annually, Hydro One incurs interest charges 

on the excess amount from the date of the trans-

action to the payment date. Our estimate suggests 

that, in 2005, Hydro One did not achieve any sav-

ings by using charge-card cheques rather than pay-

ing vendors through the accounts payable system 

under the terms of its outsourcing agreement. By 

comparison, the government of Ontario also uses 

charge cards but limits the cards use to small-dollar 

RECOMMENDATION 10

To effectively monitor corporate charge-card 

usage, Hydro One should implement procedures 

to ensure that:

• management reviews and signs off on 

monthly charge-card departmental sum-

mary-level and exception reports to ensure 

that any items requiring follow-up are identi-

fied and addressed in a timely manner; and

• purchases made through corporate charge 

cards are fully allocated to projects and gen-

eral ledger accounts so that project costs and 

expense accounts can be monitored over 

time for reasonableness.

Use of Corporate Charge Cards

According to Hydro One corporate policy, 

cardholders can issue cheques against their charge-

card accounts to reimburse subordinates for their 

business expenses, where individuals have not been 

issued a corporate charge card of their own, and 

to pay vendors that do not accept credit. In 2005, 

1,300 staff wrote a total of 31,800 cheques totalling 

$41.2 million, with the largest charge-card cheque 

being for just over $300,000.

If payments are made by cheques written against 

charge-card accounts, the name of the payee does not 
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transactions, with large-dollar charges being paid 

through the regular accounts payable system.

We also noted items charged to corporate charge 

cards that we would have expected to be ques-

tioned as part of the review-and-approval process. 

For example, two senior executives charged med-

ical examinations to their corporate charge cards 

instead of submitting them to the corporate insur-

ance plan for reimbursement. One employee was 

using his corporate charge card to pay for physio-

therapy that should have been covered by the com-

pany’s health insurance plan. Another employee 

charged $900 to replace personal items, such as 

music CDs, that were lost when a company vehicle 

was stolen.

In one situation, expenses were being charged to 

a subordinate’s charge card and then approved by 

the person for whom the purchases were intended. 

In this case, a senior executive’s secretary charged 

over $50,000 to her charge card for goods and ser-

vices, a significant portion of which was for the 

person to whom she reported. These items should 

have been approved by her superior’s boss and, in 

accordance with policy, should have been subject to 

the annual review of all senior executive expenses 

conducted by the corporation’s external auditor. 

Each year the external auditor carries out specific 

procedures on charge-card statements and sup-

porting documentation for senior executives and 

reports to the board of directors. Although the audi-

tor has reported some non-compliance with corpo-

rate-card policy on the issues of documentation and 

authorization requirements, the auditor does not 

provide assurance that the charges were reason-

able, that they were incurred for business purposes, 

or that the expenditures reviewed for the individu-

als were complete. 

RECOMMENDATION 11

To ensure that corporate charge cards are 

used only for the purposes intended, namely 

employee business expenses and local purchases 

less than $15,000, Hydro One should:

• minimize the use of charge-card cheques; 

and

• use the finance department to process large 

payments to major vendors.

Business Expenses and Employee 
Recognition 

Hydro One policy states that employee business 

expenses should be “reasonable under the cir-

cumstances.” Although there were no guidelines 

regarding purchases for staff recognition and 

appreciation, we noted that it was common practice 

at Hydro One to purchase gifts for such purposes. 

Gifts purchased were in the form of gift certificates, 

flowers, bottles of wine, recreational activities, 

dinner theatres, and music CDs. There was often 

no documentation for gift purchases to indicate 

who was being recognized or for what reason. We 

acknowledge that, from time to time, purchases for 

staff recognition and appreciation may be well justi-

fied. However, given the diverse nature of the items 

purchased and the wide-ranging amounts spent, we 

believe there is need for corporate guidance in this 

area. 

We found examples in which employee business 

expenses such as accommodation and meals did 

not seem to be reasonable in the circumstances. We 

also noted several cases where excessive mileage 

was claimed, usually due to not claiming the lesser 

of the distance from home or office to the work site 

as required by corporate policy.

RECOMMENDATION 12

To help ensure that business expenses and 

employee recognition expenditures are in 

accordance with corporate policy and are rea-

sonable under the circumstances, Hydro One 

should:
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Monitoring of Fleet Charge Cards

On June 15, 2004, Hydro One signed an agree-

ment with a service provider for the provision of 

fleet-management services, including the tracking 

of vehicle maintenance and repairs and fuel costs. 

The service provider pays third-party mechanics for 

repairs and maintenance on company-owned and 

leased vehicles, and then bills Hydro One for these 

costs. The service provider maintains a database 

with the service history for each vehicle. Informa-

tion is entered into the service provider’s system and 

is accessible to Hydro One via an online connection.

Each month, Hydro One receives two state-

ments from the service provider: one for fuel costs 

and one for vehicle-maintenance costs. The state-

ments provide the total dollar amount charged to 

each fleet card. Each of the 5,500 fleet cards, which 

are used to pay for maintenance, repairs, and fuel 

for corporate-owned and leased vehicles, repre-

sents one vehicle. The fleet manager is responsible 

for reviewing and approving the statements prior 

to payment. In order to verify the accuracy of the 

amounts being billed each month, the fleet man-

ager informed us that he spot-checks 15 to 20 items 

from the monthly statements by conducting a high-

level review of fuel and maintenance charges, dis-

cussing the request for repair with the staff who 

authorized it, and viewing the vehicle’s service his-

tory. However, there was no record of which items 

were spot-checked or what verification was actually 

done, and the small sample selected may not be suf-

ficient to verify the accuracy of the $3 million spent 

monthly using fleet cards.

• develop guidelines to establish corporate 

expectations regarding the reasonableness of 

expenditures under various circumstances;

• reinforce the obligation for management to 

thoroughly review expense claims prior to 

approval; and

• implement a more comprehensive process to 

periodically review expense claims for com-

pliance with corporate policy.

RECOMMENDATION 13 

In order to ensure that it is being billed the 

correct amount for authorized repairs, service 

maintenance, and fuel costs, Hydro One should:

• consider a more rigorous verification of the 

monthly fleet-card billings; and

• retain adequate documentation associated 

with the verification of monthly billings.

HYDRO ONE INC. RESPONSE

We appreciate the recommendations made in 

the Auditor General’s report and the recogni-

tion that our policies are adequate to ensure 

that goods and services were acquired with due 

regard for value for money. The recommenda-

tions are generally reasonable and for the most 

part in accordance with existing Hydro One poli-

cies. Management has been in the process of 

implementing various policies and procedures to 

strengthen controls and address previous inter-

nal audit findings. These actions address many of 

the concerns and recommendations identified.

Recommendation 1
Management recognizes that the purchase-order 

files may not include all supporting documen-

tation, although the information was generally 

available elsewhere within the corporation. A 

process was implemented in May 2006 to review 

all purchase-order files (including all 2006 files 

and 2005 major vendor files) for completeness.  

Recommendation 2
A process for renewing and reducing the exten-

sion of blanket purchase orders was under way 
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in May 2006 to ensure the commodity is taken 

to market in a rational manner that does not 

jeopardize our source of continuing supply. The 

remaining aspects of the recommendation are 

part of the renewal process. 

Recommendation 3
We agree with the recommendation and have 

strengthened policies to ensure the applica-

tion of the competitive process in all situations. 

Although current policy was not followed in the 

examples provided, the process was consistent 

with the policy or practice in place at the time of 

purchase.

Recommendation 4
Management agrees.

Recommendation 5
In addition to the review of purchase files noted 

under Recommendation 1 above, manage-

ment will also consider whether, in our circum-

stances, any benefit would be obtained from 

preparing a vendor evaluation and, if so, con-

sider the benefits and costs of maintaining a 

central repository for the evaluations.

Recommendation 6
As discussed under Recommendation 1 above, a 

process was implemented in May 2006 to review 

all purchasing files for completeness.

The new authority register is in the final 

stages of implementation. It will also enable the 

automation of our approval controls. 

To eliminate the few instances where pay-

ments have not been timely, management will 

re-emphasize the importance of making pay-

ments on time to avoid late-payment penalties 

and to obtain any early-payment discounts.

Recommendation 7
Due to the lack of comparables, management 

was able to benchmark only two lines of busi-

nesses. Our expectation is that, as outsourcing 

grows, we may be able to find comparables for 

the remaining businesses. 

Since the service provider exhibited out-

standing efforts in correcting the issue raised in 

the audit, management exercised its business 

judgment to forgo the credits in this particular 

instance. Management recovered from the ser-

vice provider all incremental costs incurred as a 

result of this issue. 

A detailed review of the contract is com-

pleted monthly. A governance structure has 

been implemented around the contract such 

that management is comfortable that effective 

controls are in place. 

The legacy information-technology systems 

are highly customized in-house systems. It was 

anticipated from the outset that a high volume 

of project work would be done by the service 

provider, since the required knowledge work-

ers would reside there. The service provider’s 

project rate card compares favourably with 

other tier 1 service providers, based on recent 

competitively bid projects. As the corporation 

moves to a standardized architecture, we will 

rely less on the service provider. This process is 

under way. 

Recommendation 8
A process has been implemented requiring all 

local charge-card co-ordinators to be approved 

by the corporate charge-card co-ordinator. 

Management agrees that all cards for ter-

minated employees should be cancelled on 

a timely basis. On a monthly basis, a control 

report identifying any charge cards assigned to 

an inactive employee number is reviewed. Cur-

rent procedures require that supervisors regu-

larly confirm the ongoing need for inactive 

cards. A process will be introduced to cancel 

inactive cards once they expire.

Management agrees that credit and cash-

advance limits should be reviewed on a regular 
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basis. We will reinstitute a sample compliance 

audit and periodically review the continuing 

need for all high-dollar limits.

Recommendations 9 and 10
Management will re-emphasize to employees 

the importance of complying with the proce-

dures. To assess compliance, management will 

reinstitute sample compliance audits, which 

were temporarily suspended in 2005. The 

results of these audits will be reviewed with the 

appropriate divisional Vice-President.

In the future, management will require that 

both the cash advance and matching expense be 

shown on the summary cash-use report to facili-

tate review by the supervisor. Supporting docu-

mentation will continue to be attached.

Current policy requires that all expense 

claims have adequate documentation, and man-

agement will reinforce this requirement.

Recommendation 11
Management agrees that the use of corpo-

rate charge-card cheques should be limited to 

either exceptional circumstances or reimburse-

ment of employee business expenses where 

the employee has not been issued a Hydro One 

credit card. An email was issued by our Chief 

Financial Officer in April 2006 to emphasize 

the appropriate use of corporate credit-card 

cheques.

Current procedure specifically identifies the 

acceptable use of corporate charge cards. To 

strengthen controls, management will introduce 

an ongoing sample audit program for expendi-

tures over $6,000 to review, assess, and report 

compliance with this procedure.  

Recommendation 12
Management agrees that expenditures should 

be reviewed for reasonableness. Current proce-

dures, including the local purchasing policies 

and procedures, require such a review. Manage-

ment will reinforce the obligation of supervisors 

to thoroughly review expense claims prior to 

approval. 

Recommendation 13
Management agrees and will expand the size of 

the sample from the monthly statements that 

is spot-checked to 100 items and will retain the 

documentation.  
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